Proposal for
SECURITY SERVICES

Blink Unique Solutions | Unit DA2 Sutherland House | Sutherland Road | London | E17 6BU
Tel. 020 3489 1080 | www.blinkuniquesolutions.co.uk
It is with great pleasure herewith we submit our proposal for the provision of security services. We hope that this may be the start of an exciting and productive relationship on what promises to be a worthwhile project.

Blink Unique Solutions LTD is an acclaimed company with a reputation for both effective security solutions and the use of innovative technology in the protection of life and property. We have a portfolio of completed and on-going projects with particular emphasis on governmental security administration. We think that your project is well suited to our strengths and aspirations.

Our Board of Directors respectfully requests that you study our proposal in detail; we are extremely interested in the project and we very much hope that you consider the Blink Unique Solutions team as a strong candidate for selection.

Yours Sincerely,
Managing Director
Blink Unique Solutions LTD
BLINK UNIQUE SOLUTIONS PERSONNEL

Blink Unique Solutions will provide you with certified, licensed, insured and bonded Security Guards. Each Security Professional has been screened and vetted to the British Standards 7858 2012.

Blink Unique Solutions has taken a unique approach to the business of contract security. Many of our competitors employ minimally screened and trained guards. Our approach involves a proactive theory of well-groomed, exceptionally trained, uniformed security guards. Our strategy entails several steps to mitigate the possibility and opportunity for theft of property, or injury to persons within the facility.

VETTING AND SCREENING OF PERSONNEL

The quality we bring to your environment begins long before you see our security guards. The Board of Directors at Blink Unique Solutions has resolved to make the recruitment and training of our personnel the key to our success.

PATROL

The placement of our security guards is what generally places Blink Unique Solutions in the position to confidently describe the implementation of our security guard project as authentic. Our security guards are trained to make visible foot patrols throughout their posts in undetermined patterns. We encourage our personnel to interact with your patrons and employees in addition to standing a fixed post.

UNIFORMS

Our uniformed security guards are outfitted with professional uniforms. Our corporate general orders, require that our personnel keep their uniforms pressed and clean at all times. Their shoes are polished; military-style and men are clean-shaven with neat haircuts. Our female officers are held to the same standard. We pride ourselves on the appearance of our personnel, as they are representing our agency in your facilities.

24 HOURS CUSTOMER SERVICE

Our offices are staffed around the clock with customer service representatives for your convenience. While most of our competitors work from their homes, Blink Unique Solutions staffs fully functional offices. Our customer service representatives are not salespeople; they are security professionals assigned to light duty or administrative functions. Desk personnel are utilized as watch-commanders with full authority to make supervisory decisions for Blink Unique Solutions LTD.

QUALITY

The company operates a system that regularly evaluates its processes and customer needs, and has set quantifiable objectives with plans in place to ensure that they are reviewed year on year for improvement. It is the policy of Blink Unique Solutions Ltd to maintain, on a continual basis, an effectively managed Quality Assurance programme, which will assure customers that the services supplied conform to the laid down procedures or disciplines of the company, and which will ensure that the customer's needs and expectations are fully met.
Having reviewed in detail your request for proposal particulars and understood the scope and schedule of the project, Blink Unique Solutions has put together a first class team of security professionals who we think are particularly suited to the project. We have selected prospective supervisory personnel on their ability and suitability for the type of project, and of course their availability to start right away if we are fortunate enough to be appointed.

Underneath we have shown preliminary plan for project development. Blink Unique Solutions will partner with you in every stage of this project and act as both consultants and colleagues to work in a manner commensurate with both of our agency’s relative skills – bringing greatly enhanced value to the project.

PRELIMINARY PLAN OF DEVELOPMENT:

- Site Survey
- Risk Assessment
- Assignment Instruction
- Client’s Approval
- Contract
- Training
- Supervisory Selection /if required/
- Implementation

COST

Blink Unique Solutions will provide you with a forensic breakdown of our costing specifications. We maintain a philosophy that in order to retain the highest quality security professionals in the industry, we must compensate them commensurate to their qualifications. The Board of Directors has resolved to reduce our profit margin rather than decrease a security guard’s salary. Our costing structure provides for a well-paid security professional and a conservative rate to our client.
BLINK UNIQUE SOLUTIONS is an unique security company which also provides subcontract guard and door supervision services through specifically designed unit - BLINK SECURITY.

Never let the job go because you can not cover certain areas: We operate anywhere and anytime. Blink Unique Solutions is SIA ACS and ISO 9001 approved business with unique solutions and practices in place to ensure a successful partnership.

Why should you trust us?

- By forming a partnership with us you will be able to fill the assignments you would normally find difficult to cover.
- We provide our subcontract partners with smartly attired and immaculate manners security guards, door supervisors, close protection team or stewards.
- Every security operative has been fully verified according to BS 7858 2012 Vetting&Screening standards and appropriate experience.

For free no-obligation consultation about security guards needs e-mail us at:

subcontract@blinkuniquesolutions.co.uk

we will contact you as soon as is possible